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Abstract: There are many business needs for implementing delegation in IT (Information Technology) systems. However, existing
approaches to delegation in IT systems are limited in their usability, flexibility, and capability to implement least privilege. The result is
that delegation is either not implemented or is implemented informally (e.g., by sharing credentials [passwords or hardware tokens]
between users), resulting in serious security concerns and a lack of accountability. This paper describes a methodology for delegation
based on the persona concept. A persona is a special category of user that embodies only delegated privileges, and which is explicitly
assumed only after the “real” human user taking on that persona explicitly chooses it. This paper describes the persona delegation
framework in the context of a large enclave-based architecture currently being implemented by a major enterprise. The creation of a
persona solves a lot of downstream problems by allowing the persona to be treated like any other entity in the system. That is, identity,
authentication, authorization, and other security processes already know how to handle an entity of this type. Benefits of the framework
include increased flexibility to handle a number of different delegation business scenarios, decreased complexity of the solution, and
greater accountability with only a modest amount of additional infrastructure required.
Key words: Delegation, enterprise, information security, least privilege, attribution, information sharing.

1. Introduction
Delegation has been treated as a policy problem
[1-3], an aspect of access control [3-4], a role definition
issue

[5-14],

authorization

a
issue

workflow
[17-18],

issue
and

[15-16],
some

an

hybrid

approaches that combine these processes [19-22]. We
have been unable to find an approach that treats the
problem as an identity issue. In this paper, we treat the
problem of delegation as an authorized identity issue.
The delegated individual is assigned an identity for
each assigned delegation. The paper is divided into ten
major sections starting with this introduction.
Section 2 describes the need for delegation,
including some specific cases for delegation activity.
Section 3 covers a proposed architecture based on
the authorized identity process, including three types of
identity based applications and the attendant data
structures.
Corresponding author: William R. Simpson, Ph.D.,
research field: internet size enterprise systems. E-mail:
rsimpson@ida.org.

Section 4 indicates some additional uses of the
methodology although it is difficult to foresee all of the
applications.
Section 5 covers naming considerations. Naming is
important because the process increases the number of
identities in the enterprise.
Section 6 covers the necessary delegation invocation
service. This service creates the identities and their
attributes.
Section 7 covers the importance of auditing the
delegation process and the log records required.
Attribution is now multi-valued, including both the
delegator and delegate.
Section 8 covers the vulnerabilities associated with
the identity transfer process and possible mitigations
for these vulnerabilities. Again, with an increase in the
number of identities in the enterprise, it is important to
revisit these.
Section 9 describes the use cases and required
services to implement the delegation process.
Section 10 provides conclusions, including some
advantages and disadvantages to the method.
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2. The Need for Delegation
Delegation is the handing of a task over to another
person, usually a subordinate [23]. Delegation should
not be confused with the authority and responsibility
that goes with a title and position and are already baked
into the process. For example, a payroll clerk is already
expected to have the credentials to access and modify
payroll information. It is the assignment of authority
and responsibility to another person to carry out
specific activities. It allows a subordinate to make
decisions, i.e., it is a shift of decision-making authority
from one organizational level to a lower one.
Delegation also allows for temporary assignment of
duties during absences or incapacitation. Delegation, if
properly done, is not abdication. The opposite of
effective delegation is micromanagement, where a
manager provides too much input, direction, and
review of “delegated” work.
The need for delegation in IT systems often arises
out of the need to manage time and prioritize an
activity, allow for an alternate way of doing business in
unforeseen circumstances, establish a posture of least
privilege, and/or provide for transitioning between
assignments.
Ÿ Time management issues happen when a user has
a tasking that requires careful consideration of time and
activity investment. In an IT system it may take the
form of an administrative assistant reading and
screening e-mail or a task group leader seeking
information and options to be placed in the reading
files of a decision maker.
Ÿ Alternate ways of doing business may include
temporary assignments to cover personnel outages or
experimentation with methods and processes.
Ÿ Least privilege issues occur when an individual is
assigned two or more roles within the organization,
with differing privilege sets. Ideally, we wish the user
to only have access to the minimum set of privileges
associated with the role they are currently acting as in
the system.
Ÿ Transitioning issues occur when an overlap exists

between new and old assignments that have different
access and privilege, but both must be maintained for
an overlap period.
Ÿ All aspects of a delegation cannot be foreseen, but
current practice of giving away login details or letting
someone else use an access card, or even generating
multiple logins, are unacceptable from an attribution
standpoint. Delegation must be formalized so that
appropriate audit and forensics can be done when
system anomalies occur, or compliance measurements
concerning security policy is required.
Delegation in a Large Organization:
In the context of a large organization (such as a large
corporate enterprise), there are also additional
complexities associated with delegation. For example,
individuals can only be authorized to view documents
and data no higher than the access level they have been
granted (e.g., Company Confidential, Trade Secret).
These restrictions have to be enforced in addition to
any restrictions associated with any other delegated
privileges In addition, consider the case of field
operations of the Red Cross or FEMA that must rapidly
deploy to a locality to stand up a field presence or to
replace another unit. Many delegation activities must
take place during the transition period when both units
overlap in the field.

3. Proposed Architecture
In this paper we propose a solution that uses a
created persona for the delegate that is activated
through a delegation service. A persona is a special
category of user that embodies only delegated
privileges, and which is explicitly assumed only after
the “real” human user taking on that persona explicitly
chooses it. The existence of a persona delegation is
flagged in the user file, and the logon script will include
a call to the delegation service for revised identification
of the user. A single real user may have many personae.
The system opens a session with delegation credentials
that are inherited for the individual providing the
delegation. The delegation must be recorded and
registered in advance through a delegation registration
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service, and the delegation must be approved by
written policy. The delegate persona is the individual
responsible for actions and attribution. Actions taken
by the delegate persona are recorded by audit records
that have the session number assigned and the delegate
persona identity (ID). The delegate persona is
persistent, although it should have an expiration date at
the end of which it is renewed or expires (“persona non
grata”). The delegate persona can be retrieved as a
delegate by an authorized query to the delegation data
base. When a related persona is created, the attributes
under the user are modified. The last entry is provided
with “Delegate”, as an indication for delegation
services. This field may have a default of “Normal” and
a created Persona may have a value “Persona”.
3.1 Architectural Details
The next few sections will cover three instances in
which persona delegation can be used to accomplish
the IT objectives of attribution and/or least privilege.
The instances are
Ÿ Direct delegation of authority;
Ÿ Maintaining least privilege when multiple roles
exit;
Ÿ Maintaining two or more separate roles during job
function transitions.
3.2 Direct Delegation of Authority
Henry Smith (User 2) chooses to delegate the
keeping of his time sheet to Henrietta Jones (User 3). In
this case Henrietta is Henry’s administrative assistant
and keeps his calendar and appointments, so it seems to
make sense to Henry to delegate the time sheet
business to Henrietta.
Principal-Agent Delegation:
Principal-Agent policies are promulgated by the
appropriate authority. Such policies may apply to a
large class of individuals (as in the pre-screening of
e-mails by administrative assistants) or to a specific
instance (as in the task group lead). The principal-agent
delegation registration creates a persona that links two
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individuals and the delegated authority. This process
involves three branches of the Directory Information
Tree (DIT). Fig. 1 shows the delegation registration
process. The delegation registration service is invoked
and current policy is checked to see if User 2—Henry
can actually delegate (delegation of timekeeping may
be prohibited by company policy, or government
regulation, etc.). If User 2 can delegate by policy, then
he is asked for the identification of the agent. In this
case, the delegator (User2 or Henry) chooses Henrietta
(User 3) as the delegate or agent. If User 3—Henrietta
by policy can accept delegation (again policy may
prohibit anyone working for the company less than two
years from assuming timekeeping of another person)
then the registration authority creates the persona (user
n), together with names and PKI and other credentials.
In order for this service to work, the semantics of
policy must be worked out by the administrators of the
enterprise. Note that persona n is tagged as Henrietta
Jones OnBehalfOf Henry Smith. It is expected that the
policy elements will change from time to time, and the
registration service should be able to read these from an
input file and interpret them in the context of
delegation.
At this point, the principal is offered groups that are
allowed delegation. The latter is important because a
number of rules will be invoked. In the absence of
offered groups, the individual specified groups must be
heavily screened for overall and specific policies (e.g.,
a principal cannot delegate privileges associated with
his corporate clearances). Finally, the delegate persona
(user n) is populated with access groups from the
delegation and the agent’s attributes. The delegate
persona is persistent and appears in the DIT as any
other user. User credentials associated with user n are
the credentials associated with a new identity created
by the registration service, many of which are also
Henrietta’s credentials. An exception would be created
in the SAML [24-33] credentials which would have the
persona ID and groups and roles in the attribute
assertion.
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Fig. 1 Principal-agent delegation.

3.3 Least
Delegation

Privilege

as

a

Principal-Principal

In computer science and other fields, the principle of
minimal privilege, also known as the principle of least
privilege or just least privilege, requires that in a
particular abstraction layer of a computing
environment every module (such as a process, a user or
a program on the basis of the layer we are considering)
must be able to access only such information and
resources that are necessary to its legitimate purpose.
The principle of least privilege is widely recognized as
an important design consideration in enhancing the
protection of data and functionality from faults and
malicious behavior.
In operating systems like Windows, there is no
security enforcement for code running in kernel mode
and therefore such code always runs with maximum
privileges. The principle of least privilege therefore
demands the use of user mode solutions when given the
choice between a kernel mode and user mode solution

if the two solutions provide the same results.
3.4 User Based Least Privilege [34]
Clint Jones has several assignments within the
company, including enclave administrator, data base
administrator and he is also just a user. He, and the
company, would like to limit his authority, so that while
checking hi e-mail, he does not accidently format a hard
drive (which an enclave administrator is allowed to do).
Principal-Principal Delegation:
Principal-Principal policies are determined by the
appropriate authority within the enterprise. Such
policies may apply to a large class of individuals (as in
the assignment of multiple roles) or to a specific
instance (as in the task breakdown for the individual).
The principal-principal delegation registration creates a
user persona that links two instances of an individual
and the delegated authorities (groups and/or roles in
some instances). This process involves three branches
of the (DIT). In Fig. 2 we show the delegation registration
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Fig. 2 Principal-principal delegation.

process. The delegation registration service is invoked
by either user 6—Clint Smith or the enclave 1
administrator on behalf of user 6—also Clint Smith in
this example and current policy is checked to see if
User 6 needs least-privilege delegation. Actually
policy might prevent an enclave administrator from
being a data base administrator. If User 6 can delegate
by policy, then he is asked for the identification of the
roles or other descriptors for each self delegation
including privileges associated with each. User
6—Clint has three roles designated. The first is overall
enclave administrator, the second is the data base
manager, and the third is as a normal enclave user.
Disjointness in roles will help insure that users
carefully chose the role for each session. If roles are
proper subsets of one another, then the maximum
privilege is usually taken. This is an important

1

An enclave is defined as a set of capabilities realized by
hardware, software, networks, devices, and people.

principle for administration (make roles disjoint to the
extent possible). The registration authority creates the
personae (user p, q and r), together with names and PKI
and other credentials. In order for this service to work,
the semantics of self delegation must be worked out by
the enterprise administrators (this may be as simple as
roles initially). The administrators may wish to work
out super groups, where a super group is a group of
groups that can be used to represent a role, task, or
other unique combination of authorities. It is expected
that the policy elements will change from time to time,
and the registration service should be able to read these
from an input file. At this point, the principal or
administrator is offered groups (or super groups) that
are allowed in the defining of roles. The latter is
important because a number of rules will be invoked. In
the absence of offered (super) groups, the individual
specified groups must be heavily screened for overall
and specific policy. Finally, the delegate personae
(user’s p, q and r) are populated with access groups
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from the delegation and the agent’s attributes. The
self-delegate persona is persistent and appears in the
DIT as any other user. User credentials associated with
user p, q and r are the credentials associated with the
original identity in self-designation (user 6—Clint).
In our implementation, improved circular correlation
algorithm output of a visible satellite is shown in Fig. 4.
And the execution time of the method of acquiring
one satellite is 0.25 s. The improved algorithm
acquiring 32 satellites needs 7 seconds. In comparison
with the traditional algorithm, the time of acquisition
decreases from 0.47 s to 0.25 s.
3.5 Overlapping Assignments
Mr. Michael Baker is moving up in the organization.
He has transferred to a new department with new
responsibilities, but must maintain cognizance and
provide advice to his replacement in his old position for
a brief period (3 mos.) of time. He would like to
maintain his old IT privileges for a time (3 mos.), but
needs to get on with the IT privileges associated with

Fig. 3 Admin-principal delegation.

his new job.
Admin-Principal Delegation:
Admin-Principal policies are determined by the
appropriate authority within the enterprise. Such
policies may apply to a large class of individuals (as in
the movement of a group of individuals between
assignments) or to a specific instance (as in the
movement of an individual between assignments). The
admin-principal delegation registration creates a user
persona for the old assignment with an appropriately
short expiration and a second persona that is the new
assignment of a longer expiration and stored in the
usual identity of the individual. This process involves
three branches of the Directory Information Tree (DIT).
Fig. 3 shows the delegation registration process. The
delegation registration service is invoked and current
policy is checked to see if User 2—Michael Baker can
be provided these two identities. There may actually be
federal regulations or company policies that prohibit
the mixing of these two jobs. If User 2 can be provided
these two identities, the registration authority creates
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Fig. 4 Delegation invocation process.

the persona (user aq), together with names and PKI and
other credentials associated with the old assignment.
In order for this service to work, the semantics of
policy must be worked out by the administrators of the
enterprise. At this point, the administrator is offered
groups that are allowed for the new assignment. The
latter is important because a number of rules will be
invoked. In the absence of offered groups, the
individually specified groups must be heavily screened
for overall and specific policy such as no delegation of
corporate clearances. Finally, the original user
designation (User 2—Michael Baker) is populated with
access groups from the new assignment and the user’s
attributes. The new persona is permanent and appears
in the DIT as any other user. User credentials
associated with user aq are the credentials associated
with an old assignment and the identity of Michael
Baker.

4. Additional Uses of Personae
It is impossible to foresee all uses at this time, but
one that is being actively explored is the use of persona
for attribution of virtual machines. Virtualization offers

some particular challenges to the high assurance
paradigm by implementing multiple entities under one
identity, redirection of communication and insertion of
surrogates in the process, all of which cause a loss of
attribution. The persona mechanism would need to be
created at the time of virtual machine implementation
and implemented each time a virtual instance of a
machine or service is created.

5. Naming for a Persona
Delegate personae will be named using naming
criteria for users. The user will also be given an alias
that appears early in the list of identity attributes. For
Principal-Agent delegation this alias will be created as
“OnBehalfof” added to the Common or Distinguished
name of the principal. The first name under attributes
will be given the “OnBehalfof” label and the last name
will be the name of the principal. For other delegations
the alias for persona will be the alias of the user using
the persona.
Naming for Delegation Groups:
It is recommended that delegation groups simply be
named sequentially as shown in Figs. 1-3. This will
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provide information hiding.

6. Delegation Invocation Service

invocation of delegation, which provides attribution.
Audit files may reside within the enclave or elsewhere.

8. Delegate Persona Vulnerabilities
As described above, no user has the authority to log
in as the persona. In order for persona to be invoked, a
user delegation service must be called. It is
recommended that every user that has a delegation also
have a flag in his/her file and the initial logon script
calls the delegation service on his behalf. When a
related persona is created, the attributes under the user
are modified. The last entry is provided with
“Delegate”, as an indication for delegation services.
This field may have a default of “Normal”, and a
created Persona may have a value “Persona”. The user
delegation service will examine the DIT delegation
structure for the user and offer him/her the agencies
recorded in the DIT. For example, User 3 may be an
agent for User 2 with persona n and an agent for User 7
with persona m.
Only one delegation may be made at a time. The
delegation service will then change the user identity for
the session to the appropriate persona for the balance of
the session. Personas will not be authorized to invoke

As with any vulnerability, the final implementation,
including the code developed for services will
determine vulnerabilities to the system. However,
several vulnerability areas come to mind.
8.1 Spoofing
No user can login as a delegate. In order to spoof the
delegate persona, the spoofer would have to be an
insider, or have breached the system. Since delegation
is registered, the spoofer would have to create his own
persona by having access to the DIT. This degree of
access by malicious entities has far greater implications
than spoofed persona. Activating the delegate persona
is logged and attribution is assigned to the user who
activated the delegation.
8.2 Elevation of Rights

audited as discussed in the next section.

This is a common step in the attack progression. The
key is to not let the delegation process be the key to
rights elevation. Recursive calls to the delegation
service are prohibited. Elevation of rights during
creation of the delegate persona is prohibited. The
intruder (insider or external) would first have to edit the
persona which would require access to the DIT and
knowledge of the delegate, or creation of a new delegate.
This degree of access by malicious entities has far
greater implications than rights elevation of persona.

7. The Importance of Audit in Delegation

9. Delegation Use Cases and Services

There are many delegations that happen throughout
a session. Most are done by impersonation (appearing
to be another entity). Lower level (levels 1-4)
service-to-service delegations may be done by
impersonation; however in every instance the session
id is preserved. Tight logging must include session id
so that an intrusion detection program, security
analysis program, or an individual can obtain a trace of
activity by session id. The session id is the tie to the

Tables 1-2 list the key use cases that must be
implemented to provide delegation registration and
delegation invocation services. These capabilities may
form one basis for developing new standards for
delegation (e.g., a new WS-* standard). Table 3
identifies key services that must be built to support
these use cases.

the delegation service so that no chaining of
delegations is possible. Fig. 4 shows the delegation
invoking process. Once the delegation is invoked, the
old user is replaced by the persona (or not, if no
delegation is chosen) and all access to delegation
mechanisms and the old user are broken. Each action is

Notes and Assumptions:
The following assumptions about delegation are made:
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Table 1 Delegation registration use cases.
Function
Invoke registration authority
Identify delegation agent
principal-agent delegation
Identify delegation agent
principal-principal delegation
Identify delegation agent
Admin-agent delegation
Identify delegation attributes
Release of delegation

User role
Invoke service
Any potential authorized user

Interface notes
User identity details and authorities
Read delegation policy, and access DIT
Screen delegation pair and limit choices
Administrator
Read delegation policy, and access DIT
Screen delegation pair and limit choices
Administrator
Read delegation policy, and access DIT
Screen delegation pair and limit choices
Any potential authorized user
Probably choices of attributes are presented that meet policy.
Otherwise choices must be screened.
User identified as principal in one Presentation of choices for delegate deletion
or more delegations
Persona is removed from registry.
Expiration is also a release of delegation.

Table 2 Delegation invocation use cases.
Function
Invoke registration authority
Identify delegation agent principal-agent delegation

User role
Invoke service
Any potential authorized user

Identify delegation agent principal-principal delegation Administrator
Identify delegation agent admin-agent delegation

Administrator

Interface notes
User identity details and authorities
Read delegation policy, and access DIT.
Screen delegation pair and limit choices.
Read delegation policy, and access DIT.
Screen delegation pair and limit choices.
Read delegation policy, and access DIT.
Screen delegation pair and limit choices.

Table 3 Delegation invocation services needed.
Service
Level for service
Set up delegation Admin
service
Create delegation
Any potential authorized user
Delete delegation
Invoke delegation

Other services needed
Provide rules and linkages to delegation services, update rules as
policy changes
User identity details and authorities
Present delegations for the user that have been registered
Any principal for principal-agent delegations Read delegation policy, and access DIT; Eliminate persona
Any potential user flagged in login script
Read delegation policy, and access DIT; Redirect user to
persona and break all links with prior user

Ÿ The delegate persona is persistent, but with
expiration dates so that it must be renewed. This
reduces instances of unintended access to the system by
unauthorized users;
Ÿ Only one persona (of the personas attached to the
identification of an entity) is allowed per session;
Ÿ The only way to end delegation is to terminate the
session. This simplifies the user experience and the
implementation of delegation;
Ÿ Audit logging is verbose during delegation process;
Ÿ Session id is a key element of every audit record.
This enables the audit process to determine
accountability, since session id is tied to the persona.

10. Conclusions
We have presented a framework for improving

delegation involving personas. This framework
provides
greater
flexibility,
usability,
and
accountability for the delegation process, with a
minimum of additional infrastructure and services
required. We are currently vetting this solution with the
larger Air Force community, and believe that it has
great promise for improving the practice of delegation
and accountability throughout the enterprise. The
Persona approach offer both advantages and
disadvantages.
(1) Advantages
Ÿ All infrastructure software (authN, authZ, SAML,
logging, etc. will work with persona as with any active
entity);
Ÿ Roles and Other Access Control data (groups) do
not need to be formally defined to the lowest level;
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a) They can be defined to an intermediate level and
delegated from there;
b) Makes provisioning simpler with a delegation
process controlling downstream access control;
Ÿ Flexibility and Usability of the delegation process
is demonstrated with additional uses being explored;
Ÿ Tracking and accountability are improved
dramatically over current delegation processes.
(2) Disadvantages
Ÿ Need a delegation service and a delegation data
structure;
Ÿ There is a minimal latency at logon, but this
should not persist through the session;
Ÿ Modest additional infrastructure needed.
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